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Details of Visit:

Author: maestro2
Location 2: Marylebone
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 1 Sep 2017 2:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Central London Busty Escort Dia In Or Outcalls
Website: http://www.independent-london-escort.com
Phone: 07890119947

The Premises:

Around 5 to 10 min walk from Marylebone station. Building is not numbered so can easily be
missed. Once inside allow another 5 minutes to locate the apartment as the internal layout is full of
sprawling branches with no logical numbering ascension.

However once located her her flat is reasonably pleasant with good washing facilities. More mirrors
would have been a bonus but on the whole nice enough.

The Lady:

Dia has an exotic look about her, i’m not sure of her origins but definitely an attractive lady with a
great body. To get a better indication of her appearance see her twitter pics. She arrived at the door
wearing a lacy backless dress and high stiletto heels. She had my full attention for sure.

The Story:

Dia has some raunchy photos on her website which had me seriously turned on, so seeing her in
the flesh bending over the bath in her short dress to show how the shower worked had me ready to
explode.

After washing she told me to lie on the bed while she did a slow striptease. Just seeing her posing
around first in her tiny thong and then nothing had me almost over the edge. Eventually she
sauntered over to the bed, whipped off my towel and sucked my now seriously throbbing cock hard
and deep. Cue nirvana.

I could barely breathe as she applied the condom with her mouth. Straddling me she lowered
herself onto my cock and started to slowly grind. 5 seconds was all i could manage - cue earth
shattering energy release enough to shift out of gravitational orbit. Elation, exultation, jubilation and
me totally drained in seconds. Shame really as beforehand i was looking forward to the whole
tazmanian devil fucking-in-multiple-positions scenarios. Next time hopefully.

Anyway, frolics aside, Dia is an intelligent worldly wise lady with a sexy sense of style and
refinement. Fully recommended.
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